


Speed to market is Critical.
Reducing Cost is Mandatory.
Reuse and Compliance is Essential.

PDM requires data
duplication, translation
and migration to
support multiple CAD
formats and versions

In fact, with large global organizations,
you most likely have multiple designers
remodeling the same standard parts,
all leading to a jungle of parts that
makes it impossible for designers to
find the right part, or approved part,
with confidence.

To complicate this problem, you have
multiple product program teams and
suppliers who may be using different
versions of your CAD system, or
different CAD systems all together.
Though you may be utilizing a Product
Data Management (PDM) library to
vault your standard 3D CAD parts
and assemblies, you are forced to
migrate, translate, or duplicate these

In today’s business environment, your company is
under intense pressure to deliver innovative products
to market as quickly and cost effectively as possible.
Competition has forced you to expand your product
development team to be global, incorporating more
best in class suppliers and partners than ever.  The
disjoint nature of global teams has made it difficult to
enforce design consistency and compliance in the use
of standard components.

In the design and tooling world, when designers can’t
find standard parts, they remodel them, and
remodeling leads to:

Similar parts
Duplicate Parts
Multiple Part Numbers
Unapproved Parts
Out-of-Date Parts

CAD libraries to support all of your product programs
and product teams.

The result is wasted time and money, building and
managing standard parts, the bulk of which are not
even your parts – they come from your suppliers.

To achieve success in a highly competitive global
marketplace, you can no longer afford to remodel
standard parts.
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3D Part Catalog
Management

PARTenterprise’s CAD native 3D Standard Part Catalog
Management eliminates the duplication and migration
required to support multiple product programs using
different CAD versions and CAD systems, to ensure
stability of your 3D standard part catalogs. Hi-Quality

Easy to find,
reuse and
control 3D
Standard Parts

To address your standard part
catalog management challenges,
PARTsolutions delivers
PARTenterprise, a next generation
solution for 3D Part Catalog
Management.

PARTenterprise pulls together
design teams with centralized
access to 3D standard part
catalogs, to ensure standard
parts are easy to find, reuse, and
control, while minimizing the IT
management required to manage
standard part catalogs.

3D standard parts can be configured and delivered,
regardless of which CAD system or version is being
used at any time on any program.  Part Solutions 3D
Catalog Management Strategy preserves generational
data for decades.

Ensure 3D part
catalog stability
for all product
programs over
time
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in Your PLM Environment

PARTsolutions was designed to plug into your existing
solutions without disruption or displacement.
Enterprise design teams can browse for standard parts
from directly within the CAD system.  Once they
have configured the desired part from the catalog,
PARTsolutions checks PDM to ensure that a duplicate
part is not put into the environment. If the part exists,
it will be pulled from PDM and put into the CAD
session.  Otherwise, the standard part will be generated
in a “just in time” fashion into the CAD system where
it can later be stored in a product Bill of Material
(BOM) in PDM.

PARTenterprise is a powerful 3D Part Catalog
Management solution that plugs into your CAD system
and gives designers direct access to your 3D standard
part configurations stored in PARTcatalog,  which
delivers standard parts in any native CAD format.
PARTcommunity can be added to your enterprise
environment to provide web hosted access for non-
CAD users or for your global teams, suppliers, and
partners.

PDM systems were designed to manage product
data in a product structure or BOM to enable reuse
of product designs.  Although PDM systems are
perfectly suited to manage product data while in
development, they were not intended to manage
the millions of configurations of 3D standard parts
commonly found in part catalogs.  PDM vaults force
you to create a CAD part for every configuration of
a standard part, and then duplicate, translate, and
migrate these standard parts to each new release of
your CAD system or multiple CAD systems to

support your various product program teams and
suppliers.

PARTenterprise is designed to complement your
PDM system by providing 3D part catalog
management which is optimized for efficient reuse
of 3D standard catalog parts in any native CAD
format.  Once a standard part is selected from the
PARTsolutions catalog and incorporated into a
product design, it can be managed with your product
design in a product structure within the PDM system.

PRODUCT
AUTHORING

PRODUCT
DATA VAULTS

BUSINESS
INTEGRATION

The PARTsolutions
Product Suite

Integrated CAD-Browser
for in-house designers

Web-Browser for global
teams and suppliers

Complements Your
PLM Environment
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“PARTsolutions allows us to
have one catalog system to
support all five of our CAD
systems - and the catalogs are
maintained by the suppliers.
That is a huge asset to any
engineering department.”

Rod Bereznicki
Supervisor, Mechanical
Design Standards &
Future Development
KUKA Flexible Production
Systems Corporation

Advantage:
CAD-Native Content

Multi-CAD - Multi-Version
PARTcatalog utilizes a table-driven parametric part
catalog recipe to generate parts in any native CAD
format.  Once a part is configured and selected,
PARTsolutions uses the Application Programming
Interface (API) of your CAD system to generate the
geometry, complete with full feature history and any
attributes like surface finish, etc, that have been defined
with the part.

Hi-Quality Models
The result is Hi-Quality models unlike neutral formats
such as IGES or STEP.  The catalog naturally supports
multi-CAD environments, as well as forward and
backward compatibility with different versions of your
CAD system.  Because Part Solutions stores only the
catalog recipe, the data footprint is tiny – our hundreds
of catalogs, with billions of configurations, are delivered
on a single DVD.

Hundreds of Catalogs
PARTsolutions has hundreds standards based and
commercial 3D standard part catalogs built into the
system. Your proprietary standard part catalogs can
also be modeled into PARTsolutions.

Over 85 CAD Formats

PARTsolutions is the only solution that is
CAD-Native, which means standard parts
can be configured and delivered in

and their various CAD versions.  The value
is simple – PARTenterprise’s CAD-Native
part catalogs maximize standard part reuse
through elimination of remodeling, and
CAD migration.

Strategic Supplier Initiative
PARTsolutions can help implement a Strategic Supplier
Initiative to integrate your supplier catalogs into your
PARTenterprise environment.

“With the PARTsolutions
Enterprise product, we can
meet the growing demands
of Customers who want our
products more integrated to
their specific workflows with
direct access to our Hi-Quality
CAD-Native product data.”

Steve Gilliam
Vice President
Information Technology
phd, Inc.
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PARTsolutions provides Flexible Search,
which allows designers to search for
parts using any relevant information they
know.  PDM systems typically require
users to know a part number to find a
standard part.  Depending on a user’s
background, they may not know the
correct part number, and may only have
the correct attribute or specification
information to use in their search.

PARTsolutions allows you to search
not only by part numbers, but by
specifications, attributes, or even
geometrically search the part catalogs.
The Flexible Search enables designers
to reduce search time, browse hundreds
of catalogs with millions of configurations
of parts fast– literally in seconds, which
makes it easy to find reuse alternatives.

Search by:

Part Numbers

Specifications

Attributes

Geometric Search
and Compare

Advantage:
Flexible Search

“The Flexible search
capabilities in PARTsolutions
provide a catalog database
that combines supplier parts
with our Jones designed parts
in one search tool, which
reduces engineering search
time, while eliminating CAD
translation download issues.”

Steve A. Sawzin
Standards Engineer,
Oystar Jones
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PARTsolutions provides access control to ensure
designers are selecting approved parts. Parts can be
classified using industry standard or company
proprietary classification.  Control states allow you to
designate parts as Preferred, Approved, or Restricted
parts.  PDM and ERP integrations allow

you to aggregate data from other systems directly in
the catalog, enabling users to view ERP or PDM part
numbers, approval states, or other pertinent
information.  When a part is selected in the catalog,
it is checked against the PDM vault to make sure
duplicate parts do not get duplicated.

Access Control
provides value by
enabling designers to
only have access to
approved parts for
their design to help
enforce company
guidelines and ensure
design compliance.

Integrate PDM and ERP Data
Into Your 3D Part Catalog

Advantage:
Access Control

“PARTsolutions is integrated
with our CAD and PDM
software, with a given suppliers'
parts color coded by delivery
time, thereby allowing
Engineering to create designs
with the best lead times
possible."

Jeffrey D. Wintring
Chief Engineer, 
Applications & Product 
Development
Oystar Jones
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PARTenterprise delivers a breadth of powerful
capabilities that support all configuration and cataloging
requirements.  Information is presented in a simple
and intuitive user interface that makes it easy for both
designers and non-CAD users to access and find
standard parts efficiently.

Any relevant part information from other sources like
PDM and ERP can be integrated to the part including
2D drawings, spec sheets, standards information, or
proprietary part or purchasing information.

PARTsolutions, LLC
200 Techne Center Dr.
Suite 118
Milford, OH 45150 USA
Tel: +1 (513) 453-0453
Fax: +1 (513) 453-0460
Email: info@partsolutions.com
Web: www.partsolutions.com

Copyright 1992-2008 PARTsolutions, LLC & CADENAS GmbH.  All
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Eliminates Time Wasted Searching For
Catalog Parts
Enables Teams To Search using Any
Relevant Information
Fosters Consolidation of Standard Parts and
Suppliers
Eliminates Design Rework and Duplication
Eliminates Migration of 3D part catalogs
Ensures Designers Use of Approved Catalog
Parts
Plugs into PDM & ERP to synchronize
Standard Part Catalog Data

VALUE

PARTenterprise Key Capabilities:


